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Key takeaways
Oracle, Apttus, And CallidusCloud Lead The 
Pack
Forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
oracle, Apttus, and calliduscloud lead the pack. 
FpX, pros, salesforce, iBm, and sAp offer 
competitive options. infor, cincom, and model n 
lag behind.

AD&D Pros Look To Streamline Sales By 
Connecting Front And Back Offices
customer-obsessed sales organizations face 
mounting pressure to better serve their buyers. 
to achieve this, AD&D professionals use cpQ to 
inform and guide sales interactions and break 
down the process silos between front-office and 
back-office applications.

Intelligence And extensibility Drive The Future 
Of CPQ
As rules-based cpQ has reached its peak 
maturity, vendors have begun to enhance core 
products by injecting real-time analytics, machine 
learning, and intelligent recommendations into the 
sales process. At the same time, the aperture of 
what’s possible has opened up. vendors that can 
successfully integrate or open up their solution 
to other enterprise applications will be able to 
more readily meet the needs of evolving sales 
organizations.

Why read this report

in our 36-criteria evaluation of configure-price-
quote (cpQ) providers, we identified the 11 most 
significant vendors — Apttus, calliduscloud, 
cincom, FpX, iBm, infor, model n, oracle, 
pros, salesforce, and sAp — and researched, 
analyzed, and scored their products. this report 
shows how each provider measures up and helps 
application development and delivery (AD&D) 
professionals supporting sales organizations 
make the right choice.
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cpQ solutions Address the needs of modern B2B Buyers And sellers

the cpQ market has grown in recent years, and for good reason. the rationale to invest in cpQ is 
simple: it improves the B2B buying experience by selling the right products, at the right price, to the 
right customer, at the right time, and in the buyers’ preferred channel. cpQ’s benefits also extend to 
operational efficiencies. it shortens the time-to-market for new offerings, decreases seller ramp time, 
automates complex back-office sales processes in the front-office, and reduces costly pricing errors. 
AD&D pros need to strategically balance these benefits. cpQ selection and implementation must not 
only support the current sales dynamic; it must also allow for flexible growth in the future.

Acquisitions And investments Accelerate cpQ momentum

the cpQ market has seen considerable consolidation and investments in the past seven years. 
vendors like calliduscloud, iBm, infor, oracle, pros, and salesforce have all acquired cpQ solutions 
since 2010, while others have seen an infusion of venture capital to fuel r&D.1 these acquisitions 
round out the offerings of crm, commerce, or sales technology vendors, while the infusion of cash into 
the market has spurred rapid growth and expansion of core cpQ functionality. Although this movement 
has reshaped the market, maturation means solution breadth and depth will make cpQ a viable 
solution for more large enterprises to evaluate in 2017.

CPQ Grows Up, Grows Out, And Grows Beyond

cpQ’s rise has come with growing pains but also has resulted in the evolution of mature cpQ solutions 
and the emergence of nimble, cloud-first solutions offerings. the back-office functionality set of 
yesteryear’s cpQ would not survive in the age of the customer, and vendors responded by overhauling 
and reinventing cpQ to both enable modern consultative sellers and serve their more demanding 
customers. to answer this call, cpQ solutions had to:

 › Grow up from a line of business to an enterprise solution. Due to its origins as a product 
configurator, cpQ planted its roots in lines of business where product complexity was high. cpQ’s 
maturation toward a seller focus has enabled it to permeate the entire enterprise, unifying disparate 
lines of business and empowering modern consultative sellers to recommend complete solution 
packages to their customers.

 › Grow out from direct sales support to enable omnichannel selling. the shift from the back 
office to front office started with direct sales, but shortly thereafter it extended to indirect sellers 
like partners, dealers, and distributors. As modern sales strategies have continued to evolve, cpQ 
has enabled newer channels like self-service, customer service, and automated ordering through 
internet-of-things (iot) devices.

 › Grow beyond core verticals. configurators have long found a home in verticals like high-tech and 
manufacturing due to product complexities and big investments in enterprise resource planning 
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(erp) solutions. As sales processes became the focal point of cpQ, features like guided selling, 
pricing optimization, and dynamic document creation emerged and drew appeal from new verticals 
like communications, financial services, and insurance.

Market Maturity Brings With It Horizontal Innovation

cpQ maturity does not just mean exposing cpQ to a wider audience, more sales channels, and new 
verticals. it also means better horizontal capabilities aimed at improving usability. these improvements 
aim to enhance the selling process, regardless of seller persona or buying touchpoint. cpQ vendors 
have already demonstrated a preference for cloud deployments, as they provide a more regular 
cadence of releases and enhancements. taking advantage of speed and innovation, vendors have 
innovated horizontally by:

 › Integrating with a wide array of enterprise systems. it’s no longer sufficient to integrate with 
multiple erp systems and a single crm. cpQ vendors are expanding their crm integrations 
and reaching out to other channels via integrations with custom or productized portals as well as 
leading commerce suites. Future road maps include productized integrations with leading solutions 
and growing libraries of open Apis.

 › Including mobility as part of their core offerings. many vendors have offered cpQ functionality 
through an associated crm mobile application, but with field sales being an important persona, 
cpQ vendors have increased investments in mobility. these investments have taken shape in 
dedicated mobile apps, offline functionality (either through offline apps or disconnected offline 
processes), and device-specific experiences.

 › Making intelligence the most sought-after new feature. 2017 will be a pivotal year for 
intelligent sales apps. Data quality and volume represent the biggest challenge for these apps, 
but cpQ can leverage the richest, cleanest data you have: transactional data. Basic rules-driven 
recommendations are common, but cpQ vendors have started and will continue to break ground 
on intelligent solution and pricing recommendations this year.

Deep Vertical Solutions Offer Differentiated Functionality For Their Core Customers

this report focuses on solutions that are applicable to multiple industries, but there is still a market for 
vertical-specific cpQ solutions. As cpQ has gained popularity, many vendors have chosen to sink their 
feet into a core vertical. Although they are not included in this report, organizations should consider 
vendors like Autodesk (manufacturing), configit (industrial equipment and automotive), sigma systems 
(telecommunications), and tacton (industrial equipment and automotive) when operating in one of their 
core verticals.
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cpQ evaluation overview

to assess the state of the cpQ market and see how the vendors stack up against each other, Forrester 
evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of top cpQ vendors. After examining past research, user-
need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we developed a comprehensive set of 36 
evaluation criteria, which we grouped into three high-level buckets:

 › Current offering. each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the Forrester Wave graphic 
indicates the strength of its current product offering. our evaluation of current capabilities focused 
on core and emerging cpQ capabilities, including configuration, pricing, quoting, subscription 
management, channel support, intelligence and analytics, and platform and architecture.

 › Strategy. A vendor’s position on the horizontal axis of the Forrester Wave graphic indicates our 
assessment of its strategy. We evaluated product strategy, go-to-market approach, supporting 
services, third-party ecosystem, and pricing transparency. We also conducted interviews with 
customers to evaluate their success with the product and outlook for the vendor’s ability to support 
their future needs.

 › Market presence. the size of each vendor’s bubble on the Forrester Wave graphic indicates its 
market presence. We gauged the size of each vendor’s customer base in terms of the number of 
live installations and the total number of active users.

evaluated Vendors And Inclusion Criteria

Forrester included 11 vendors in this assessment: Apttus, calliduscloud, cincom, FpX, iBm, infor, 
model n, oracle, pros, salesforce, and sAp. We did not assess solutions that focus on a single industry. 
We also did not include vendors that focus on a subset of cpQ functionality, such as standalone quoting 
or configuration. each vendor included in this Forrester Wave evaluation (see Figure 1):

 › Offers a complete CPQ product. each vendor has strong capabilities in each of the following 
areas: product/service/solution configuration, pricing management, and quote creation. We did 
not include any products, regardless of depth of functionality, that did not include the breadth of 
functionality described above.

 › Provides CPQ functionality in the front office. the vendors offer functionality to support front-
office employees, indirect sales channels, or self-service customers. We did not include products 
that reside in the back office or that are solely integrated with erp.

 › Provides a solution targeted to multiple industries. evaluated vendors target buyers across a 
diverse range of industries and sales models, including direct, indirect, and self-service.

 › Has a product now in general release and in use by customers. the solutions have a specific 
release that was generally available at the time of data collection for this evaluation, with references 
available for contact.
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FIGUre 1 evaluated vendors: product information And selection criteria

Vendor

Apttus

CallidusCloud

Cincom

FPX

IBM

Infor

Model N

Oracle

PROS

Salesforce

SAP

Product evaluated

Apttus CPQ

Con�gure Price Quote (CPQ)
by CallidusCloud

Cincom CPQ

Smart CPQ

IBM Sterling Con�gure,
Price, Quote

Infor Con�gure Price Quote

Revvy CPQ

Oracle CPQ Cloud

Smart CPQ

Salesforce CPQ

SAP CPQ

Product version evaluated

Version 9.1114

2016.3

Cincom CPQ Version 5.4

Version 8.8

V9.5

Version 8.1.0.50

Summer 2016 release

2016 R1

Version 11.4

Summer 16

2.0 SP 04 J

• Each vendor offers a complete CPQ product. Each vendor included in this evaluation has strong
capabilities in each of the following areas: product/service/solution con�guration, pricing management, 
and quote creation. We did not include any products, regardless of depth of functionality, that did not 
include the breadth of functionality described above.

• Each vendor provides CPQ functionality in the front office. Vendors we included offer functionality to
support front-of�ce employees, indirect sales channels, or self-service customers. We did not include 
any products that reside in the back of�ce or that are solely integrated with enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) solutions.

• Each vendor provides a solution targeted to multiple industries. Evaluated vendors target buyers
across a diverse range of industries and sales models, including direct, indirect, and self-service.

• Each vendor has a product in general release and in use by customers. The solutions we included
have a speci�c release that was generally available at the time of data collection for this evaluation,
with references available for contact.

Vendor inclusion criteria

Date released

August 2016

September 2016

May 2016

August 2016

May 2016

August 2016

August 2016

August 2016

August 2016

June 2016

July 2016
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vendor profiles

this evaluation of the cpQ market is intended to be a starting point only. We encourage clients to 
view detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their individual needs through the 
Forrester Wave excel-based vendor comparison tool (see Figure 2).

FIGUre 2 Forrester Wave™: configure-price-Quote solutions, Q1 ’17

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong

Go to Forrester.com
to download the 
Forrester Wave tool for 
more detailed product 
evaluations, feature 
comparisons, and 
customizable rankings.

Market presence

Apttus

CallidusCloud

Cincom

FPX

IBM

InforModel N

OraclePROS

Salesforce

SAP
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FIGUre 2 Forrester Wave™: configure-price-Quote solutions, Q1 ’17 (cont.)

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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Leaders

 › Oracle injects CPQ Cloud into the heart of its customer experience (CX) portfolio. redwood 
shores, california-based oracle aims to make cpQ an integral part of companies’ cX strategies. 
the company has invested in delivering the same quality Ui/UX for users and administrators that 
it delivers in its other cX apps. oracle shines in using knowledge of seller and buyer personas 
to deliver user-specific experiences. customer references we spoke to praise oracle for its 
consistency and reliability in supporting sales at scale. Focusing on the core means oracle has 
been slower to innovate in areas like analytics-driven recommendations.

oracle differentiates with its vision for cpQ. it provides industry templates to accelerate time-
to-value and evaluate all possible sales scenarios across its cX suite, like enabling customer 
service reps to sell. in line with market trends, the company plans to inject intelligence into cpQ 
through oracle’s Adaptive intelligent Apps.2 early customers raised concerns about the future of 
Bigmachines under oracle, but they have since ranked the acquisition as one of the better oracle 
moves in recent memory. customers should look to oracle not to lead innovation but rather to be 
fast followers of it.

oracle is best fit for customers already aligned to the oracle cX portfolio or salesforce’s sales 
cloud, due to its strong integration strategy. the vendor is also a strong choice for companies 
with a mature multichannel selling strategy due to its strong core offering, integration strategy, and 
flexible pricing for regular, infrequent users, and self-service users.

 › Apttus expands quote-to-cash to CPQ-enabled end-to-end commerce. san mateo, california-
based Apttus has been at the forefront of delivering quote-to-cash solutions for years, but it’s 
expanding this to address all buying channels, while keeping cpQ central to that theme. customer 
references we spoke with rave about the X-Author technology and how easily it allows business 
users to leverage microsoft office tools to streamline administrative work and the generation of 
quotes. Apttus was born on salesforce and has relied on crm as an engine to power reporting and 
mobility. even now, as an independent solution, it does not have its own productized mobile app or 
reporting capabilities.

Apttus’ investments in ecommerce, Ai, and behavioral apps will help address the full spectrum of 
selling needs, but it runs the risk of biting off more than it can chew and not being able to deliver 
the appropriate depth in each of these areas that enterprises require. Due to a more crowded 
salesforce market of CPQ vendors, customer frustration with product performance, and the desire 
to leverage machine learning tools, Apttus decided to extend its platform to run on Microsoft Azure 
in 2016. This transition is still a work in progress, but the long-term outlook on performance and 
flexibility is more positive for Apttus.

Apttus is best suited for Salesforce or Microsoft Dynamics customers looking to address all aspects of 
the quote-to-cash process as well as B2B companies looking to embark on an eCommerce strategy. 
This vendor allows you to start small, yet it provides growth as you mature your selling strategies.
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 › CallidusCloud is seller focused from start to finish. Dublin, california-based calliduscloud 
boasts one of the largest portfolios of salesperson-centric applications. calliduscloud offers all 
components of a quote-to-cash (or, as the company calls it, “lead to money”) suite, but it is one of 
the few to have successfully incorporated incentive calculations at the time of quoting. Keeping the 
seller in mind, calliduscloud is the only vendor in the market to offer an offline mobile application. 
However, while it excels at focusing on the seller, it falls short in supporting a complete ecommerce 
experience for the buyer.

calliduscloud’s portfolio extends the benefits of cpQ by tying it to contracts, incentive 
compensation, content, and training. customer references we spoke with give high marks to the 
vendor’s predefined software bundles, citing the additional value they receive when coupling cpQ 
with other applications. calliduscloud still sees cpQ as a strategic component of its portfolio, and 
it is investing in machine learning and the usage of iot data. its solutions complement each other 
well, but it has no plans to partner with vendors delivering apps that compete with its portfolio, 
leaving some customers with disconnected sales tools.

calliduscloud is best fit for an organization looking to move beyond a basic sales force automation 
(sFA) strategy and embrace more seller-focused technologies. these customers will get a quality 
cpQ solution that only increases in value with calliduscloud’s additional solutions.

Strong Performers

 › FPX focuses on the buying experience but falls short on the field seller experience. Dallas, 
texas-based FpX provides an intelligent cpQ solution that businesses can consume in a modular 
fashion, giving companies the flexibility to create a consistent and seamless buying experience, 
regardless of touchpoint. customer references we spoke to have cited this flexibility as a means 
for them to sell through more channels and even create new sales offerings. FpX plugs into 
companies’ existing technologies well and supports its own web portal, but it lacks a dedicated 
mobile offering to support field sales reps.

FpX understands the importance of B2B cX and has plans to simplify and unify these experiences 
across channels. it plans to continue to enhance the solution with direct, indirect, self-service, 
and fully automated buying channels in mind. FpX has its eyes set on growth: it has started to 
formulate new technology partnerships (e.g., SAP for Hybris Commerce), and it’s focused on shifting 
sales from lines of businesses to enterprises. The vendor will need to manage scaling the business 
carefully, however, as the sales, services, and implementation partner benches are smaller than its 
competitors.

FPX is best suited for companies that have the pieces for or a commitment to deliver against 
omnichannel strategy in place because of its services-based architecture and ability to interface with 
a wide variety third-party tools across CRM, commerce, and portals.
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 › PrOS nails pricing, but quoting needs a little more attention. Houston, texas-based pros 
is best known for its pricing optimization capabilities, but it also made a splash with its 2013 
acquisition of cameleon cpQ. pros excels at leveraging first- and third-party data to provide 
intelligent recommendations to sellers, and its customers cite seeing a few percentage points 
improvement in margin directly as a result. pros uses pricing science to put the “p” in cpQ but 
has some work to do to improve its document creation engine and add better support for real-time 
2D/3D rendering of highly configurable or engineered goods.

thanks to its long track record of using data to make more informed decisions, and its unwavering 
commitment to advance these functions, pros is uniquely positioned to lead the market in 
analytics-driven recommendations. Algorithms are unique to each customer, and customers 
universally speak highly of the vendor’s commitment to customer success, citing that they feel like 
they signed up for a strategic partnership rather than a software license. Aside from partnerships in 
the clm market, a limited technology partner ecosystem hinders pros’ ability to amplify its value 
beyond cpQ and pricing science.3

pros is best fit for customers that deal in markets with extreme pricing volatility (e.g., hospitality 
and travel, commodity goods, food services), and it proves that cpQ provides tremendous value 
outside of its traditional verticals like manufacturing and high-tech.

 › Salesforce aims for a CPQ platform, but core functionality is light. san Francisco, california-
based salesforce delivers exactly what you’d hope from a salesforce product: extremely tight 
integration, seamless experience, great support and training, and a broad isv ecosystem. 
customers cite the familiarity of working within the salesforce environment as a huge benefit for 
their admin and support teams. salesforce cpQ has some catching up to do in core functionality, 
like a Word-based template authoring environment and direct access for external users, but it is 
working quickly to close these gaps.

salesforce caused a major shakeup in the market in 2016 with the announcement of its steelBrick 
cpQ acquisition, and as such it has become the first-stop cpQ solution on the salesforce platform. 
cpQ benefits from the expansive salesforce portfolio and isv network. the vendor already has 
partnerships with tacton, model n, and springcm to extend its capabilities and support new 
verticals — as well as with Xactly for embedded incentive compensation. Although they are not 
available today, salesforce is well positioned to deliver intelligent recommendations within cpQ 
thanks to investments in einstein, its Ai platform.

salesforce cpQ is best fit for customers committed to or well acquainted with the salesforce 
platform. it delivers core cpQ functionality quickly due to admin familiarity with the platform, and it 
plugs in very nicely with other applications or clouds in the salesforce portfolio.

 › IBM provides strong governance, but its efforts focus heavily on IBM customers. Armonk, 
new york-based iBm provides powerful administrative tools and rules inheritance that allow 
businesses to support a global, multichannel sales strategy with little additional work. this is 
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exemplified by its ability to delegate local requirements to regions without having to duplicate 
the core rules. iBm’s core product focuses heavily on creating a seamless self-service with its 
integration into Websphere commerce, but some customers have reported the need to maintain 
multiple configurators to bring this self-service to life.

iBm is well positioned for success thanks to its complete portfolio of ecommerce, clm, and 
order management solutions as well as its ability to connect cpQ to each. specifically, iBm’s 
commitment to cpQ and ecommerce allows the company to be first to new verticals like retail. 
speed to new markets may not last long, however, as iBm continues to maintain an on-premises 
offering in addition to software-as-a-service (saas), while a majority of the market has embraced 
a cloud-first strategy. customers state that since iBm has supported multiple deployment options 
and brought together various acquisitions, their cpQ experience has been somewhat disjointed.

iBm is best suited for companies that are already using iBm products to support their ecommerce, 
order management, and contracting needs, especially those in markets that cpQ has not 
traditionally served, such as retail.

 › SAP reinvents its CPQ as part of SAP Hybris, but it has a commerce-heavy focus. Walldorf, 
Germany-based sAp has a long history of configuration through sAp’s variant configurator, but it 
is looking to redefine itself in the front office with sAp’s Hybris portfolio of apps. Beyond its strong 
integration with erp, sAp cpQ shines when used in conjunction with sAp Hybris’ ecommerce 
capabilities. the investments in self-service come at a cost to direct sellers, as sAp lacks 
productized integrations for third-party crms and does not deliver a native mobile application.

sAp plans for cpQ to play a larger role on the Hybris platform via microservices on Hybris 
commerce as a service (yaas). this approach will allow businesses to more easily consume cpQ 
components in their sAp Hybris app of choice, but it still needs to mature considerably. early 
adopters of cpQ on sAp Hybris have reported significant pain, but the product has stabilized over 
the past 18 months. Although cpQ is part of the sAp Hybris portfolio, customers state that finding 
resources for these projects is difficult. these projects require specialization and are generally not a 
core competency for sAp Hybris systems integrators.

sAp is best fit for sAp erp customers that have decided to embrace sAp’s Hybris offerings 
around crm (sAp Hybris cloud for customer) and ecommerce (sAp Hybris commerce). 
these customers will benefit from the integrations, the yaas microservices strategy, and sAp’s 
commerce-focused use cases.

Contenders

 › Infor CPQ handles traditional CPQ well, but its front-office track record is light. new york, 
new york-based infor provides a broad spectrum of tools from back office to front office, and cpQ 
is positioned closer to the back. customers give infor high marks for back-office functionality for 
product visualizations and the generation of bills of materials (Bom) for downstream manufacturing. 
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However, infor has taken longer to embrace cpQ as a front-office app; its product provides limited 
functionality via infor crm and infor rhythm for commerce and has no productized integrations 
today for non-infor front-office solutions.

infor’s cpQ solution relies on the promise of back-office improvement to sell its cpQ solution, 
as reference customers report selecting infor cpQ due to the strength of its integration with erp 
solutions, specifically infor erp. infor, however, has plans to improve functionality for sellers (by 
surfacing cpQ within the context of sales opportunities) and for customers and partners (by 
allowing users to configure complex goods via self-service ecommerce). infor is also rolling out a 
cloud strategy, but as of today it has only a few customers leveraging a cloud deployment model.

infor is best suited for customers that have plans to invest or are already investing in the infor 
technology stack. infor continues to make investments in its own integrations first, making the 
vendor a strong solution for customers with a sizable infor footprint.

 › Cincom serves up a flexible app, but lacks integrations. cincinnati, ohio-based cincom opens 
up the aperture on what is possible with a configurator. customers appreciate the additional 
flexibility of cincom’s engine: it not only allows for traditional guided selling; it also allows 
businesses to prescribe rules-driven processes around customer engagement and sales, including 
the surfacing of rich content to seller or buyer. cincom has traditionally served smaller sales 
teams and has prioritized investments in its own sales portal experience, but it has not delivered 
integrations outside of microsoft Dynamics.

cincom understands that cpQ is a seller-first tool and is focusing on improving in those areas by 
enriching its sales portal experience and expanding its crm integration strategy to salesforce.
com. even though additional integrations are lacking today, customers cite cincom’s flexibility, 
agility, and willingness to extend its product in the evaluation phase as reasons for selecting this 
vendor over its competitors. cincom’s omnichannel strategy is sufficient for midsize and growing 
companies, but more mature companies that have already invested in sales and commerce 
solutions may find the sales experiences disjointed.

cincom is best fit for small to midsize sales teams that deal in both complex products and complex 
sales processes. the vendor also provides a strong sales portal to stimulate growth for companies 
that have yet to invest in an sFA tool or partner channel portal.

 › Model N bridges the gap between a Salesforce front end and SAP back end. redwood city, 
california-based model n delivers a complete seller-focused quote-to-cash suite on top of the 
salesforce platform, but it is the vendor’s deep sAp erp integration (including bidirectional variant 
configurator integration) that sets it apart. customers cite this as a way to leverage their extensive 
past investments in variant configurator. Although model n offers a full quote-to-cash solution, it 
is hindered by a single crm integration (salesforce), a lack of ecommerce capabilities to support 
self-service, and light reporting capabilities.
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model n benefits from keeping its products tightly integrated on a unified release schedule. the 
vendor is ahead of the curve by taking its horizontal solution and offering vertical specialization in 
medical devices through its medtech offering (revvy cpQ for medtech). However, it will continue to 
rely on Salesforce to deliver mobile, reporting, and portal capabilities. model n needs to accelerate 
advancements in self-service functionality, and even then it will face an uphill battle to differentiate 
as a horizontal solution in a crowded salesforce marketplace.

model n is best suited for existing salesforce sales cloud and sAp erp customers looking to work 
with one vendor for their quote-to-cash needs. the vendor extends this value greatly for customers 
that are in the life sciences and medical devices industries.
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supplemental material

Online resource

the online version of Figure 2 is an excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution. We evaluated the vendors participating in this Forrester Wave, in part, using materials that 
they provided to us by January 4, 2017.

 › Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

 › Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their products’ functionality. We 
used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product capabilities.

 › Customer reference calls. to validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also conducted 
reference calls with three of each vendor’s current customers.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated in this 
market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based 
on: 1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate vendors that have 
limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. to evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, 
we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave evaluation — and then score the vendors based 
on a clearly defined scale. We intend these default weightings to serve only as a starting point and 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the excel-based tool. 
the final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and 
market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and 
vendor strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, 
go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html.
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Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with our integrity 
policy. For more information, go to http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html.

endnotes
1 source: “callidus software Acquires Webcom inc.,” callidus software press release, october 4, 2011 (http://translate.

calliduscloud.com/callidus-software-acquires-webcom-inc/); “iBm completes acquisition of sterling commerce,” 
iBm (https://www-01.ibm.com/software/websphere/announcement050410.html); “infor completes Acquisition of 
tDci, inc.,” infor press release, may 16, 2013 (http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/
tDcicompletion/); “oracle Buys Bigmachines,” oracle press release, october 23, 2013 (http://www.oracle.com/us/
corporate/press/2042822); “pros completes Acquisition of cameleon software,” pros press release, october 
27, 2014 (http://www.pros.com/about-pros/news/pros-completes-acquisition-cameleon-software/); and “Form 
8-K,” U.s. securities and exchange commission, December 23, 2015 (https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/
data/1108524/000110852415000041/steelbrick8-k.htm).

2 source: “oracle Adaptive intelligent Apps Add new Business value to cX, Hcm, scm, and erp,” oracle (https://
cloud.oracle.com/en_Us/adaptive-intelligent-apps).

3 clm: customer life-cycle management.
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